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Introduction


Several key market indicators point to the importance of the state maintaining its
announced schedule for adopting strong methane waste and pollution prevention rules.



First, forecasts generally point to higher oil prices for the remainder of 2020 and beyond,
suggesting that the extreme low price environment of recent weeks has passed.



Second, natural gas prices are forecast to rise significantly by next winter, increasing the
value of lost methane for the state and for industry.



Third, the current pause in drilling creates an opportunity to put methane waste and
pollution rules in place to guide operators should widespread drilling resume; and



Fourth, industry is shutting in wells at breakneck speed to weather the current crisis,
signaling that these same tools can and should be used by regulators for rule compliance
and enforcement.

First, oil prices


The industry has weathered low price environments before: during the four-month period
from early December 2015 until early April 2016, WTI prices ranged from the high $20s
to the mid-$30s.1



Currently, oil prices are recovering and expected to remain at levels that can support
current operations and new drilling in New Mexico.



The U.S. Energy Information Administration’s Short-Term Energy Outlook released one
week ago forecast an average WTI oil price of $30 for 2020 and $43 for 2021.2



On May 5th, the Legislative Finance Committee released the NM Consensus Revenue
Estimating Group’s “2020 Interim Review of Revenues”, forecasting oil prices of $23 to
$28 in 2021 and $29 to $37 for 2022.3



Industry market expectations are tracked by the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas. In their
most recent Energy Survey released on March 25:4
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o 83% of the 157 respondents expect oil prices above $35 by the end of this year.

o Respondents indicated they could cover operating expenses at existing wells in
the Delaware Basin at prices averaging above $26.
o Some respondents indicated that they could drill new wells profitably in the
Delaware at prices as low as $35.



A Bloomberg analysis last week found that new wells in core areas of the New Mexico
Delaware could cover drilling and transportation costs and return 10% at a price of
$30.83.5



As of last Friday there were still 66 active drilling rigs in the state, with Eddy County
hosting the most active rigs of any county in the country.6



Oilprice.com recently reported that some producers were ready to start expanding output
at a WTI price of $25.7 Bloomberg reported last week that according to a major
midstream company shale drillers are already reopening wells.8 And a NMOGA
spokesperson said last Wednesday that they were cautiously optimistic about a return to
pre-pandemic demand levels.9
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Second, natural gas prices


Lower oil prices are now expected to be partially offset by rising prices for natural gas.



The Consensus Revenue Estimating Group expects declines in NM Permian oil
production and shut-in of uneconomic wells to lead to significant declines in associated
natural gas production in 2021 and 2022, which will ease the glut and drive local gas
prices higher.



Before the crisis, WAHA Hub futures prices had been below a dollar and expected to
remain there through 2021. Now they are approaching $2.00 for next year.10



The EIA is forecasting Henry Hub natural gas spot prices to average about $3.00 next
year.11
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Third, well decline rates



The average horizontal well in the Permian declines by 86% in its first three years.12 The
EIA reported in 2016 that average well production in the Permian declined from 250
barrels per day to just over 50 barrels per day in the first year of production.13



According to a 2019 report by Wood-Mackenzie, “accelerating tight oil decline rates top
a growing list of concerns for Permian basin operators”.14



We need methane rules in place before any new drilling resumes so that facilities and
equipment can be designed and operated most efficiently to capture methane, send it to
market, and avoid retrofits which industry has consistently claimed is more costly.
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Fourth, well shut-ins



As reported by Bloomberg earlier this month, major producers are now curtailing supply
while prices are low by turning off their newest and most prolific shale wells so that oil
can be reserved in the ground and unleashed as soon as markets recover.15



Similarly, the Independent Petroleum Association of NM last month asked the state to
change its rules to facilitate well shut-ins.16



In fact, shut-in activity is now rampant. By the end of last week, OCD reports that over
3,000 wells have sought and received permission for temporary shut-in in response to
the crisis.17



This dramatic use of shut-ins to protect private interests sets a precedent for the state to
use its authority to harness these same tools to protect the public interest and safeguard
royalty revenues, public health, and the climate.
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Conclusion


To sum up, with a near-term rebound in oil and gas prices and a resumption in new
drilling emerging, the prudent course of action for the state is to move forward on
schedule and get strong methane rules in place to guide oil and gas activity into the
future.
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